Taken from the OTHS Player Tryout Manual
Gear Information
 Each year there is a list of necessary team gear that a player will need for the season. This list will vary
from year to year based on what the player had from previous years as well as what new gear is
brought in for the season.
 No player needs to commit to purchasing any gear prior to the start of the season. Any gear that is
purchased cannot be returned for reimbursement. If a player is in question as to whether or not they
will make a team in the program it is suggested that they wait to order gear until have the rosters are
established.

Team Stores
 Post-Tryouts: The team store will be re-opened the day that the final rosters are set to allow athletes
to order their gear or any gear they still need to order for the season.
Required Gear Chart (What will players need at each level)
Var. JV Frosh ITEM
X
GOLD MESH GAME JERSEY with Last Name on Back (provided by program)
x
x
x
Dri FIT Jerseys (1ea – Navy and Gold) *
x
x
x
WHITE GAME HATS*
x
x
x
BLUE GAME HATS*
x
x
x
Schutt Pro Helmet (Navy) with “O” and Numeral
x
Rawlings Covert Team Bat Bag (Navy)
x
x
x
White Game Pants* (Mandatory for all levels)
x
x
x
Grey Game Pants * (Mandatory for all levels)
x
White Game Knicker Pants
x
x
x
Team Metal Spikes or molded*
x
x
x
Navy Game Socks & Belt
* Signifies items that a player must have new of each year. For instance a blue belt is a required
item to have, but if the player has one that is in good working condition they do not have to buy
it new. As another example each player is expected to purchase a new blue and white game hat
each year.
The Following items will be provided as part of the $350 player fee
*Blue & White Game Hats
*Dri fit Jerseys (Navy & Gold)
* Standard Navy Practice Top
*Standard Team Practice Hoodie

